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Createspace, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the Supernatural Case Files of Sherlock
Holmes London s most beloved detective encounters his most deadly foe, and the results will be
unlike any Sherlock Holmes adventure before it! Some Reviews for The Adventure of the Solitary
Grave : This blending of two major Victorian characters is written in a style so seamless you can
almost believe it was found in the attic of one of Doyle s editors. Yes, it s a little darker than I usually
read, but I honestly couldn t put it down. The nuances of Holmes, Watson, and yes, Count Vlad
Dracula himself are layered and well-drawn. You ll hold your breath, I promise. It s quite simply the
most believable Holmes/fantasy crossover I ve ever read. - from STEAMED! What s most remarkable
about this story is the degree of authenticity Klaver gives it-- it reads just like a story by Doyle (or
Watson, if you prefer!). The attention to Victorian detail is also noteworthy, and it s clear that the
author knows his Holmes mythology. You may think you ve...
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Reviews
These sorts of book is the greatest book o ered. This can be for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just quickly could
get a pleasure of reading a written ebook.
-- Ver ner Goyette DDS
Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this composed e pdf. You can expect to like
the way the article writer create this pdf.
-- Abby K oz ey IV
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